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Connecting Minds, Creating the Future for the Oceans

DESCRIPTION
"Connecting minds, creating the future for the oceans" is a project of environmental education and education and science communication that brings the principles of literacy of the oceans and the methodology of teaching and learning Secondary Sea Kit to Portuguese schools and dozens of countries network of Caretakers of the Environment Foundation International (CEI). The teaching-learning methodology, tested during the school year 2013/2014 the Sea Kit Project shall be circulated to secondary schools "The Bridge between School and Blue Science", the school community in Portugal and delegations and affiliates CEI. The methodology used in Portugal, and the resources, will be translated into English and will be available on the project site, as a link to the site of the Sea Kit, to be adapted in affiliate countries and CEI delegations, contributing to its internationalization. The project will culminate in an international conference CEI2015 "Connecting minds, creating the future for the oceans", to be held in Portugal, 29 June - 4 July 2015, and the public presentation of teasers selected in environmental film festival CineEco Seia in October 2015.

PROJECT PROMOTER
ASPEA - Portuguese Association of Environmental Education

OUTPUT
Integrated marine water management training, education and awareness raising measures and activities implemented

INDICATOR (I)
Number of awareness raising initiatives (incl. supporting materials) carried out in primary and secondary schools
TARGET (I)
20

INDICATOR (II)
Number of hits on the Ocean Literacy Website 2013-2016
TARGET (II)
5000

TOTAL COST
17.925€

TOTAL ELIGIBLE COST
17.925€

EEA Grant
15.236€

OUTCOME
Outcome#4 - Increased awareness of and education in integrated marine water management